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APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
Surface Preparation

The surface area of stainless segment protectors should be thoroughly prepared using an ammonia based cleaner. Prior to
applying your segmentQUILT, ensure the surface has been cleared of any loose debris, wiped clean and is completely dry.

Installation

For a quick, straightforward, peel and stick process follow our visual guide below to install your segmentQUILT pads.
The initial repositionable ability will provide for simple and easy adhesion.
— Confirm that any existing grease, adhesives, wax or similar coatings are cleared before installing.
— Be sure that the temperature of the air is above 60̊ faherheit when applying the exposed adhesive.
— *DO NOT ATTEMPT TO OVER STRETCH THE PAD(S)

Step 1

Lay the pad into place with
the backing intact to verify
your placement and fit.

segmentQUILT

Stainless Segment
Protector
Backing Paper

Step 2

Lift the edge and pull the backing
paper away from the segmentQUILT.

Step 3

Fold the backing paper and
tuck slightly under lifted area
and make a crease on the fold.

Step 4

Use your hand in an open flat
position to smooth out segmentQUILT,
guiding out any air bubbles while
laying your piece into position.

Step 5

Lift the other side of the segmentQUILT,
completely remove backing paper
then lay in place, repeating step 4.

Fold Backing Paper
Tuck Under and Crease

CLEANING
Cleaning debris and dirt:

Use dish soap and water with a bristle brush or sponge.
For your soap solution, 1 Tbsp. of dishsoap to every gallon of water used is adequate to provide
a sufficient cleaning mixture. Be sure to rinse well after cleaning to remove any excess soap from
surface.

For really stubborn stains:

Degreaser based products work safely to clean and remove most stains. For stubborn stains,
use diluted bleach, start with 1 cup bleach to 1 gallon water.
Keep in mind that the longer dirt and grime sit on a surface, the more difficult the surface can be
to clean.
We recommend cleaning soon after any heavy use and further as needed.

Product Warranty fffff
What is Covered:
1.
2.
3.

This limited warranty covers defects in materials and workmanship in this product.
This limited warranty covers 5 years from adhesion to appropriate and properly prepared surfaces against shrinking,
peeling,and lifting.
This limited warranty covers color fade resistance for 3 years from purchase, when properly stored and covered.

What is Not Covered:
1.
2.

This limited warranty does not cover damage caused by the owner modifying, improperly preparing, improperly applying
to surfaces not recommended by Airkrafters, Inc.
This limited warranty does not cover product not properly maintained with regular cleaning and reasonable storage and
coverage.

Who is Covered:
This limited warranty covers only the original purchaser of the product. The limited warranty is not transferable to subsequent owners
or purchasers of the product.

How to Obtain Services:
To obtain benefit of this warranty, you must contact the company prior to removal of defective product. If the defective product poses
a safety risk, cease use of product immediately, and take photo’s if immediate removal of product is necessary. We may require
pictures or have other requests in order to better understand what led to the product failure. After contacting the company, we may
require you to send the complete product back to us, and will be provided with postage if that occurs.

What Airkrafters will do:
1. Replace the defective portion of the product with as close to identical product as possible.
2. Issue a refund for the product if no replacement is able to be provided.

No Other Express Warranty Applies
This warranty is the sole and exclusive warranty. No employee, agent, dealer, or other person is authorized to alter this warranty or
make any other warranty on behalf of Airkrafters, Inc.

Limitation of Liability
Airkrafters shall not be responsible for any incidental or consequential damages. Some countries, districts or states do not allow the
limitation or exclusion of relief for incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation may not apply to you.
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